Printer Replacement App

Image Acquisition:
- DICOM Store
  - B/W and color

Export:
- Single or multi image
- Auto or Manual export
- Auto Archive original DICOM images: Locally or remote
- EMR HL7 messaging / API link
- No charge
- Formats: pdf/tif/jpg/dcm

Viewing:
- Full resolution
- Brightness/Contrast
- Pan/Zoom
- Image sequence adjust
- No permanent modifications

What you need to get started:
- DICOM ultrasound system
- Network connection
- PC/Laptop to run MOMENTUM

Ultrasound Requirements:
- DICOM Ready
- **Works will all DICOM systems
- LAN connectivity

PC Requirements:
- WIN OS 7 / 10
- LAN WAN connectivity

Network Requirements:
- LAN / Wireless / Direct connect
- Static IP Address for PC/Laptop running the MOMENTUM app

Eliminating your ultrasound printer is just the beginning.

The printer replacement app was designed by sonographers and practice administrators so they could do more with their ultrasound images while reducing the costs associated with the imaging process.

For starters, you eliminate the paper and paper process by getting your images and reports direct to your office PC.

You can send images to your patients as a great marketing tool, or to colleagues and referring physicians for remote consults.

You can link the images and reports to your patient record to enhance the value of your EHR.

And, you can make your ultrasound equipment run faster by freeing the hard drive space and eliminating the tedious backup process.

By eliminating the paper and paper process associated with imaging, you let your staff be more productive and happy.

Visual MED, Inc.

MOMENTUM

Visual-med.com (800) 324-4464 https://youtu.be/Xlor4_FZ_pc
MOMENTUM completing the EMR imaging circle